
ReceiveDate Suh!Kt 
12/11/15 7:52 AM Inappropriate commercials 

12/16/15 9:01 PM The llquld crysul and Screen panel before the cathode-ray tube 
can penetrate. 

12/30/15 3:19 AM Religious music 

12/31/15 2:37 AM Question about questionable programming 

1/3/16 4:25 AM Blas of News Programming 

Me.s.sa11e 

FOIA 16-f-1011 
MyAFN.net Feedback 

Pleue stop showing commercials on AFN dealing with sexual assault . The last conversation I wanted to have with my 7 year old daughta 
was what Is sexual assault and why are we watchlnl! a commercial on It. There Is a time and place for these conversations and In between 
TV oro11rams Is NOT one of them. V/r l(b)(6) I 
Is political power? Iraq Is bad, but there was no weapons or mass destruction. Although the reason Is not known in detail, Hus.setn hate 
USA. He was Ignored. He did not hear a thlng to say. I may be think. If lie, Cut my penis. This Is a method of transmission or color. It ts a 
standard or bask. Iraq Is bad, but there was no weapons of mass destruction. 

Lately I have been hearing a religious song on Afn representing Christ. I think Afn should not play anything that sorely represent one 
relli!lon. 
I'm hoping that Congress Is responsible for your programming content. Otherwise I wonder about your decision to place so much MSNBC 
content on AFN. They are currently the 26th ranked cable channel who are only In business due to cable fees otherwise they couldn't 
exist. Their oven antl·mllitary positions just makes me wonder why AFN supporu their programming so robustly. Meanwhile CNN Is 

number 22. I can't admit to being a FoxNews acholyte but If required for news It at least Justifies my time as the 112 able news network.. 
Also yDUr commercials are Insanely painful. Pfe;ise spend more time on mllltary benefits and less on lifestyle decisions. Please everyone on 
the planet knows tobacco ls bad four health. Honestly nobody Is listening especially since the Invention of the mute button. Understand I 
spent 27 years In the military and over 7 years overseas and have shared my time of suffering. Awesome job providing sports 
programming however. leave political correctness to college campus'. Please give the soldiers silllors and airmen the programming they 
want not what DC politicians want. Your kid programming Is great as well. Thanks you. I know you are doing your best under 
circumstances. You can be great, 

I have noticed that AFN News shows noticeably more Fox News programing than other news sources. Fox programs tend to be more 
polltlcaVnews whereas, for aample. CNN programming l.s usually documentary of some nature and not political/news. I would like to 
request more parity between various news sources In terms of sources and content types. 
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ReulveOate Sublect 
1/25/16 8:56 PM Offensive Songs on AFN Radio 

2/1/16 6·07 PM SAPR /SHARP concerns 

3/10/16 10:54 AM Vlaorla's Secret Swimsuit Show 

Messaae 

FOIA 16-F-1011 
MyAfN.net Feedbac.k 

We are constantly inundated with se•ual harassment ads on radlo and TV. However, songs like those with the lyrics below are allowed to 
be played. How does this song not contradltt the message of pc-eventing se•ual harassment you are send. No I am not predudlced. this 
song should be offensive to anyone with a brain. My anaconda don't, my anaconda don't My anaconda don't want none unless you got 
buns, hun Boy toy named Troy used to llve In Detroit Big dope dealer money, he was gettln' some coins Was In shootouu with the law, 
but he live in a palace Bought me Alexander Mtaueen. he was keeping me stylish Now that's real. real, real Gun In my purse, bitch, I came 
dressed to klll Who wanna go first? I had them pushing daffodils I'm high as hell. I only took a half a pill I'm on some dumb shit. by the 
way, what he say? He can tell I ain't missing no meal.s Come through and fuck him in my automobile let him eat It With his grills and he 
tellin' me to chill And he telling me It's real, that he love my sex appeal Say he don't like 'em boney. he want something he can grab So I 
pulled up In the Jag. and I hit him with the fab like Dun·d-d·dun·duo-d·d·dun·dun My anaconda don't, my anaconda don't My anaconda 
don't want none unless you got buns, hun Oh my gosh, look at her butt Oh my gosh, look at her butt Oh my gosh, look at her butt (Look 

at her butt) look at, look at. look at Look, at her butt This dude named Michael used to ride motorcycles Olde bigger than a tower, I ain't 
talking about Elffers Real country-ass nlgga, let me play with his rifle Pussy pot his ass to sleep, now he callng me NyQull Now that bang, 
~ng, bang I let him hit it cause he slang cocaine He toss my salad llke his name Romaine And when we done, I make him buy me Balmaln 
I'm on some dumb shit, by the way, what he say? He can tell I ain't mlsslna no meals Come through and ruck him In my automobile Let 
htm eat 1t with his grlls. and he telling me to chill And he telling me It's real. that he love my sex appeal He say he don't Uke 'em boney, he 
want something he can grab So I pulled up lo the Jag, Mayweather with the Jab like D~·d-d·dun-dun·d·d·dun-dun My anaconda don't, 
my anaconda don't My anaconda don't want none unless you got buns, hun Oh my gosh, look at her butt Oh my gosh, look at her butt Oh 
my gosh, look at her butt (Look at her butt) loolc at, look at, look at Look. at her butt Little In the middle but she got much back little In 
the middle but she got much back Little in the middle but she got much back (Oh my God, look at her butt) My anaronda don't, my 
anaconda don't My anaconda don't want none unless you got buns, hun My anaconda don't. my anaconda don't Oon'r want none unless 
you got buns, hun Oh my gosh, look at her butt Oh my gosh, look at her butt Oh my gosh, look at her butt (look at her butt) Look at, look 

at, look at look, at her butt Yeah, he love this fat ass, hahahal Yeah! This one Is for my bitches with a fat ass In the fucking dub I said, 
where my rat ass big bitches In the club? fuck the skinny bitches! Fuck the skinny bitches In the dub I t wanna see all the big fat ass bitches 
Ml the muthafuckin' dub Fudt you If you skinny bitches, what11 Kyuh Haha. haha I got a big rat ass (ass, ass. ass) Come onl 

I have noticed a trend over the past several weeks regarding the choice of programming broadcast on the AFN radio station each 
morning. There ls a high frequency of sel!ualty e•pllclt music played ln the early morning hours. So much so that I have to frequently 
change the station while taking my kids to school. Granted, any actual cursing Is silenced out but the message Is still there. Please review 
the pcogrammlng during the hours that kids are likely to be shuttled to/from school to ensure that It's appropriate programming. 
Furthermore. I would also look at the programming across the board to see If we're actually giving tactlt approval of sexual assault/ 
sexual harassment behavior based on the music AFN promotes. 

I, an active duty female In maintenance, am upset at the fact that AFN Is airing the Victoria's Secret swimsuit show during prime time. This 
Is women's history month, nonetheless. Here we are in a military where we are ttylng to prevent a sexual assault environment, to the 
point where even having a fitness magazine In our duty section Is prohibited, yet we come home to relax and find this scheduled 
programming. If you are going to air alt of the anti·seicual assault environment commercials, then why In the hell would you have this on 
your network? After all. Vie1oria's Secret epltomlies sexuality. And If the excuse that It Is fashion show Is used, then why weren't any of 
the recent Fall 2016 fashion shows aired? Perhaps they fust weren't quite geared toward my male counterparts as you would like. I would 
really like to know the answer. Please, by all means feel free to contact me vial(b )(6) I any time from 0700 to 1600 hours 
Central European time, or on myl~b)~6) It encourage further conversation. 
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ReceiveOate Sublect 
3/12/16 2:37 AM Making changes on the news schedule 

3/29/16 7:00 AM Song 

4/8/16 12:41 AM Advertlsments 

4/20/16 10:37 PM Your Commerlcals 

4/22/16 3;05 PM Offensive program 

5/4/16 5:19 AM SAPR, F-bornb, and nudity alter 9 please! 

5/20/16 9:27 AM Radio Programming 

Message 

FOIA 16·F·1011 
MyAFN.net Feedback 

Dear AFN, this entire past week I have been watching MSNBC and ABC news. I hope this Is not yo11 polltla agenda. Every night at 7pm I 
look forward towards watching the news presented by Blll Riley, unfortunately I have to see something that Is very bias news angle. I hope 
to continue watchlng the O'Rlley f<M:tOr Al50 PLEASE for crying out loud, remove these soap opms •General hospital" and ·oays of our 
lives" did you ever placed survey to find out who Is watching this silly soaps. V/~{b }(6} I 

I wlsh to protest most strongly over I song I heard on AFN radio. This morning at appro1tlmately 1045 (CET) I was in the USAG Brunets 
Be.lglan Fitness Cent.er and the song that I heard playing had the lyrics, •wm the bitch come back". This phrase was repeated at least a 
doien times so I can only conclude that It was part of the refrain and po5Sibly even the title of the song. There was also a comment on 
"balls" as well as a version of the "f" word. I could not believe my ears. I asked the associate In the Center If she was broadcasting an AFN 
station and she said that she was. She also said that AFN has several streams of music and she had picked this one. She Immediately 
changed to another one. In view of the Department of Defense campaign on preventing seitual abuse and violence, I cannot belie11e how 
such a song would even be played. Secondly how would the penr who se!ea ed this sopp or who auttw1tpd Its playing would react if 
someone called his mother, wife or sweetheart a bitch. Sincerely {b )(6) 

I am concerned about the commercials that you run during children's programming. We are watching a kids mollie and a sexual assault 
ad came on. This, along with other subjects, are not really kid friendly. Isn't there a way to not air these types of commercials during kids 
loroarammlnR or to keen them off the Family channel? 
Dear AFN, We receive your programing In our work center and In our barracks and for the most part, enJoy the shows and sports that are 
played. That being said, the commercials that are shown on your network are the most god awful, horrible, worthless. mind numbing. 
patronizing. Insulting, garbage that has even been put on TV. I would rather strip naked, smear a thick mix of honey and chicken guts all 
over my body and then nail myself to a tree with (4) 13 inch long rusty railroad spikes that has a fire ant bed at the base of It, In a starving 
hyena cage In the 120 desree heat of Ramadi than to watch one more of your retarded commerclais on safety, sexual assault or the 
myriad of other thlng.s that people that don't hiave to actually fight for a living consider important. The people In Charge of airing the 
commercials should all take themselves outside to the tree line and haze themselves until all the worthless, bad decision making genes 
that Inhabit their worthless disgusting bodies die. 

This morning at 0630 kst I was watching afn at the USO, while waiting for a tour. There was a day animation fllm playing on afn Pacific 
that was grossly offensive. It was directed to chifdren. It was religiously bla~d preaching the violent Islamic ways to the children. There 
were day figures dressed as stereotypes of several religions. The lslamlc character was ber.1t1ng them while the crowd cheered. Please 
review this program lo ensure It meets mUltilry values. I'm very glad my children weren't present to be exposed to this. 

I appreciate AFN and the variety of shows airing. It's been about eight years slnce I've seen AFN. Now that I'm back oveneas, I'm a llttle 
shocked at the lac'k to no sensoring.1 get it II Its after 9Pm, but before then? All age groups are watching. and I hate having to constantly 
keep one eye on the lV to monitor even the SAPR lnfomerdals. Can you please show those after 9pm 1 My kids don't need to ask me 
what sexual assault Is when they are In elementary school. I just saw one tonight that showed a guy pushing a gltl to the ground as he 
starts unbucldlng his belt I These Images are disturbing f01 kids. Also, please sensor the f..bomb throughout the day. There is al50 nudity 
that needs to be sensored. I'm just wondering who took over AFN, since the last time I saw lt111 grew up with AFN Eiirope when they 
played Nick at Night and only historical facts were the Infomercials. I get times have changed, but I'm barely out or my twenties, so I feel 
something ls wrong since I don't think I'm that old. I'm not the only one who feels this way. I've had other parents talk to me about this 
as well. They're very concerned With the lack of morality shown on AFN. Some say, they just turn It off.• AFN famlly" Is no better than any 
or the other channels. What happened?? AFN needs to raise the bar at least before 9pm, please II 

I would like to complain about AFN rebroadcasting Rush Limbaugh's radio show. All he does Is spew hateful, sexist, and racist statements 
that only serve to divide our country. frankly, I do not care if he is republican or democrat but his commentary go well beyond normal 
discourse.I respectfully reQuest that AFN reconsider broadc:astln11 his show. 
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Rec~Oate Subiert 
5/26/16 9:28 PM Celebrity •Grat1tudl!" commercials 

5/31/16 6:51 AM Increase In Soccer Please 

6/4/1612:54 AM AFN News 

Meuage 

FOIA 16-F-1011 

MyAFN.net Feedback 

The Spots with "TV Celebrities" and "Sports Celebrities" are really disingenuous, faked, and forced I Thl!Y are either over rehearsed or read 
from a script as In the case of the Soccer players or they are completely Impromptu and embarrassing as In the case of the Celebrity spots. 
Worse yet Is the fact that they are played near continuously and we must endure the obvious patronization In these spots! I find It 
offensive (does not mean I'm rl&htl that It Is so disingenuous. I might not be typical of the other viewers, but I Ond these spots rediculousl 
Thanks for your time I You guys do a great Job otherwise. I do wish you would not play CNN, Rachael Maddow, Hardball, and all the left 
leaning shows In All of slots from 0800 to 1400 with only one breilk being ORellly at noon. Not balanced between polltlcal views. You 
should change thatl Thanks 

Hello, Following AFN's 15-20 minutes delay Into the most Important and mMt watched soccer match In the World this past Saturday 
evening (The Champion5 league Final), I am writing to sincerely request consideration for Improved coverage of International 50CCer 

matches, to Include Champions league, English Premier League, La Uga, and the upcoming 2016 Euro Cup. During Nfl season, you are 
able to show up to 4 separate gaml!J on a given Sunday, wtilch Is e•Cl!llent. Would you consider Increasing your soccer coverage? 
Perhaps channel 1 (sports, non-t!D) could be soccer, while a different spcrt could be shown on Channel 11 (sports, HO). Many of these 
matches are shown on Fox or NBCSports, networks from which AFN reatures other programming. Many of us are posted In places where 
soccer Is the ONLY sport that matters. So Increasing soccer coverage would be benelk:ial In two key ways. First. It would encourage 
broader understoinding of the world's most popular sport by USG personnel serving abroad, helping to encourage cultural understanding 
and Immersion. Second, more USG personnel would be lndlned to host events for friends and contacts In our host countries, which 
would servl! USG interests across the board. lastly, If you are not able to commit to e11pandlng soccer coverage, please work to ensure 
that future matches that are featured of such high nature as the Champions league Final, are not preempted by other, less Important 
matches, such as early round French Open Coverage. Also, In general, AFN Is an amazing tool that most certainly serves to lift morale and 
bring us lust a bit of the comforts of home. Mv wife and I really appredatl! It at our current hardship post. llespectfully~(b )(6) I 
(b)(6) I 

Good Afternoon, I just had a few questions regarding your AFN News scheduling. Why Is It that from 1500-2000 Tuesday-Saturday you 
broadcast three MS NBC commentary shows and only one from another 24 hours news media outlet 1 I realize you broadcast CNN and 
Fox News throughout the day, but that Is when most people are al work. And then In the afternoon, when most people are getting off 
wotk and are able to watch TV, you broadcast multiple MSNBC commentators who have some of the lowest ratings In cable TV and whose 
total agenda Is criticizing conservative ideas. Three out of the five hours In the window I outlined above are shows with three liberals who 
do nothing but bash conservative Ideas. Then at 2000 you roll right into NBC Today show which also presents multiple MSNBC political 
pundits who are more Interested In trashing Presidential candidates from one particular party than they are presenting balanced 
campaign coverage. My point Is that It doesn't seem like we the viewers are being afforded the opportunity to watch a fair amount of 
reporting that covers both conservative and liberal Ideas on AFN News during evening hours. lsthls done on purpose? Are you In some 
type of agreement with MSNBC that allows you to broadcast more of thelt shows during these hoon7 And If so, did the othl!f stations 
decline to make the same type of deal which restricts you from broadcasting their shows during these hours? I certainly would not expect 

AFN to be part of the bias media c«ps that Is obvious In today's mainstream media. but It Is odd that NBC dominates your prime time 
news hours. Thank you for reading my lttdbact. 
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RecelveOate Sublect 
6/6/16 S:39 PM AFN News channel programming 

Mes sue 

FOIA 16-F-1011 
MyAFN.net Feedback 

Let me start by saying that I understand It Is dllflwlt to please everyone all of the time. AFN does a good job of mixing the news 
programming to encompass a wide range of political viewpoints, esped;illy given that journalism is rarely objective anymore. Thi$ being 
said, please find substitute programming for Tavis Smiley airing at 0700l. (GMT ~9), as well as the show "United Shades of America,• 
which has been on midday for some time now. Nelthef one of these shows are news. living In a foreign country it Is dlfflcult enough to 
stay abreast of what ls happenln1 In the U .s. We don't need these shows clogging up the News channel. Tavis Smiley Is a talk show and, 
besides. It alfeady airs at 1200L on AFN Prime. You coold literally play anything from any of the news networks and It would be an 
Improvement, .something as far right as Greg Gutfeld's show, or Rachel Maddow (or the guy also on MSNBC that looks llke Rachel 
Maddow). Regarding United Shades of America, we are stuck with the news channel at work so give us newsl Thank you. 
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6/8/16 12:52 AM Liberal News Media 

6/10/16 3:38 AM Commercials on O'Reilly 

Factor 

6/20/16 8:30 AM Gay Pride (?) month 

6/30/16 3:54 AM Content Concern 

Enough with the constant liberal media that you are shoving down our throats I Vou play CBS, MSNBC, CNN and 

everything in between all morning and afternoon long. Fox comes on for a stint late at night and very early in the 

morning, when convienantly most are in bed. Here's a concept that's probably really hard for you in the 

communications field to grasp. The military traditionally is conservative, though I do realize there are some 

liberals, the military is largely conservative. So how about this, you alternate between conservative and liberal 

news. STOP playing liberal news ALL DAY LONG!! It's bullshit and I'm tired of you people shoving it down our 

throats! Also, the month of June has been dubbed by Obama to be officially LGBT appreciation month and 

without skipping a beat the brilliant liberal minds at AFN thought it would be great to play queer movies all month 

long. What the fuck are you doing??!! Again, stop shoving that shit down our throats! Play nuetral, non political 

movies! Not everyone in this world is accepting of that lifestyle nor do we want to see it on tv, especially when 

we have 10 fucking channels, one of which is a schedule channel and the other has a dike journalist bashing 

conservatives. Now the movie channel will be playing faggot movies. Get with it AFN. 

Hello AFN, Does AFN policy prohibit commercials? If so, I would like to know why AFN broadcasts the last 3 

minutes of the O'Reilly Factor (Monday through Friday) at 11 AM (CET) in which every day, he sells his books, 

premium subscriptions to his website, and tickets to his shows which promote his political agenda? How is this 

allowed If AFN policy does not permit commercials? Thanks,l(b)(S) I 
Enough with the political correct nonsense. Gay Pride? We laugh. 300+ homos. in the Pulse Club and not one 

bothered to fight back? Really? How did we ever win a war without them? Guarantee you, the outcome 

would have been very different if there were 300 Marines in that club. We laugh at AFN's pathetic capitulation 
to political correctness. Respectfully,l(b)(S) I 
I am an AAFES employee on Ramstein Air Base and a spouse of an active duty military member. I would like to 

express my concern and disappointment with some of the content permitted on AFN. I feel that there is a 

discrepancy between established Air Force standards and the content of some of the music played on AFN. I am 

personally shocked and offended by the the prevalence of both sexual themes and lyrics and swearing In the 

songs played on AFN. It is troubling to me that the Air Force has a noble tradition of professionalism and 

excellence in all that it does, yet AFN does not adhere to these standards by virtue of offensive content in the 

music that it plays. I feel that it is inappropriate for songs with sexual lyrics and swear words to be played in a 

public work environment as it is disrespectful to both employees and patrons who find such content to be 

offensive. I am deeply troubled and concerned by this lack of professionalism and respect, and I would like to raise 

this issue on behalf of others who feel the same way. I expected a station that bears the name of the Air Force to 

represent it in a more professional, positive way. 



7 /1/16 12:00 AM Music Lyric Content As a father to my children and mentor to my airmen I feel compelled to make a complaint regarding content of 

music played on AFN I heard last week, which should be family-friendly in my opinion. I recently found this 

reasonable standard violated as I listened to lyrics talking about a man sucking on his girlfriend's breast in the 

morning while listening to AFN. I feel compelled to register a complaint for such explicit, sexual language on an 

AFN station. How can I submit this concern to remedy this problem and better ensure decent lyrical content is 

broadcasted over AFN to our personal and collective Air Force families. Thank you. 

7 /15/16 11:12 PM Programming I am noticing AFN uses every opportunity to bump fox news during normal programming times when events 

happen in the world. Specifically, 16 July, three normal fox timeslots (0600, 1200, 1400) were replaced with 

CNN/MSNBC. I see this constantly with AFN. While I appreciate having AFN, I am starting to suspect there is an 

agenda to subvert a different point of view from the like-minded themes of CNN and MSNBC. I think it benefits 

service members to see points-of-view from all sides and CNN/MSNBC clearly lean in one direction politically. I 

work 12· 14 hours a day and most weekends, so when I do have a Saturday I would like to see the programming 

that Is scheduled. Please tell me if this practice will continue. If so, I can find another service to use. 

7 /16/16 5:14 AM AFN News Programming I am wondering why your showing of morning shows is so limited (established) and Left wing based, it would be a 

great idea to show more Fox News programming not only to balance political views and also based on their higher 

ratings back home and within military viewers back in our CON US military bases. I also noticed that whenever 

there are LIVE Breaking News you mostly switch back to CNN ... when back CONUS FoxNews actually has the higher 

ratings when it comes not only to breaking news but also for prime t ime and morning shows. It is clear that CNN, 

MSBC, NBC, CBS are left Bias and that Fox News is the only network Center Right Blas. I respectfully request that 

you find a balance in your programming accordingly especially during this election season that is so important for 

us. I hate to pay for an AFN box that shows me 80% left views and 20% right views, not fair and not balanced. 

Thank you very much and God Bless, you all do a great job, I am just expressing my humble opinion. 

7/21/16 5:55 PM Network Selection I am absolutely disgusted with the current coverage of the Republican Party convention. The network hosts are 

clearly pro Democratic and continue to make negative comments about the Republican Nominee. I think it was 

very poor judgement to have a clearly Pro Democratic network televise the final day of the Republican 
Convention. I suspect the same decision will take place using a Pro Republican network on the final day of the 

Democratic convention! Very disappointing to watch AFN right now, as I believe this was a political decision that 

should not be represented in a military community! 


